
theatrical. Theme 1: Around
the world

Name: ________________________

Date: _______________

Fill in the gaps to complete the sentences.

1. I went to Paris, ate some ____________ and visited the Eiffel tower.

2. People in Italy are sometimes ________ and generally love pizza.

3. Obama loves to eat ____________ and lives in Washington D.C.

4. In Australia you can eat ____________ but you can't climb Ayers Rock.

5. I went to Athens and ate greek ____________ every day.

6. The Great wall was built by very ______________________ people.

7. I went to London and people got upset because I wasn't ________________.

8. People in Moscow don't really eat russian __________ and are not all flashy.

9. I ate delicious ________________ in Berlin.

10. The food in India has lot's of ____________.

Write sentences using "Around the world" vocabulary (Country, capital, landmark, food, characteristic):
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theatrical. Theme 1: Around
the world

TEACHER ANSWER SHEET

Fill in the gaps to complete the sentences.

1. I went to Paris, ate some   cheese   and visited the Eiffel tower.

2. People in Italy are sometimes   loud   and generally love pizza.

3. Obama loves to eat   turkey   and lives in Washington D.C.

4. In Australia you can eat   damper   but you can't climb Ayers Rock.

5. I went to Athens and ate greek   yogurt   every day.

6. The Great wall was built by very   hardworking   people.

7. I went to London and people got upset because I wasn't   punctual  .

8. People in Moscow don't really eat russian   salad   and are not all flashy.

9. I ate delicious   sausages   in Berlin.

10. The food in India has lot's of   spices  .

Write sentences using "Around the world" vocabulary (Country, capital, landmark, food, characteristic):

[Student worksheet has a 5 line writing exercise here.]
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